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 Since we published our initial research note in June 2016 recommending 

investors buy TPX below $57 per share, TPX is up nearly 30% driven by an 

increase in adjusted earnings of 12% and an increase in the LTM Adj PE 

multiple of 18%. 

 

 The significant increase in the PE multiple highlights incremental risk. 

However, given TPX’s consistent ability to raise average selling prices, the 

opportunity for NA Industry volume expansion, ongoing cost improvements, 

and the allocation of capital to share repurchases with implied minimum 

IRR targets of 10%, we recommend holding TPX shares and buying should 

TPX fall below $57 per share.  

 

 Consolidated gross margin Y-o-Y expansion of 250bps driven by 340bps 

expansion in North America adjusted gross margin. “4 Wall Margin” 

increases by 200bps with upside going forward. Consolidated TPX gross 

margin of 41.9% at highest level since Q1 2013 (Pre Sealy).   

 

 Net Leverage at 3.2x consistent with Q1 despite incremental $200mm of 

share repurchases during quarter.  

 

 Management updated the low end of the 2016 EBITDA guidance from 

$500mm to $525mm while keeping the top end at $550mm. 

 

 Despite new international TPX stores yielding double digit growth and 

internet sales growing 40%, TPX Board and Executives continue to highlight 

share repurchases drive the highest yield (or return on invested capital). 

Assuming TPX continues to repurchase shares at a price over $76, minimum 

TPX share price in 12 months should be $84. 

 

 We spoke with the TPX CFO Mr. Barry Hytinen and include a full Q&A 

section below. In brief, the CFO highlighted significant potential margin 

improvements due to current under-utilization rates.  

 

 We visited the new Casper pop up store in Venice (LA) California. The store 

is located on a prime commercial real estate location with monthly rent 

expense estimated to be over $30,000. Why is a low cost mattress company 

located on one of the hippest and most expensive streets in LA? 
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Market Information 

  
Share Price $ $76.33 
52 Week High $82.61 
52 Week Low $52.45 
3M Avg Vol. $mm $58.65 
  
Mkt Cap $bn $4.6 
Firm Value $bn $6.1 

 
 
 

Financials ($mm) 2013 2014 2015 

    
Revenue 2,464 2,990 3,151 
EBIT 239 260 290 
  % Margin 9.7% 8.7% 9.2% 
  % Growth (3.6%) 8.8% 11.3% 
Net Income 79 109 73 
  % Margin 3.2% 3.6% 2.3% 
  % Growth (26%) 39% (33%) 
EPS 1.28 1.75 1.17 
  % Growth (25%) 37% (33%) 
Div. Per Share 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Dividend Yield   0.0% 
    
Net Debt / (Cash) 1,757 1.502 1,267 
Net Debt / EBITDA 5.1x 3.7x 3.0x 
    
ROE 22.7% 27.9% 28.1% 
ROIC 5.2% 5.8% 4.2% 
5 Yr Avg ROIC   13.3% 
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TPX Q2 2016 Operational Overview:  

 

Gross margin continues to expand with significant ongoing opportunities.  

 

 

 

 

Source: Tempur Sealy Quarterly Filings 

 

In Q2 2016, TPX announced consolidated gross margin Y-o-Y expansion of 250bps driven by 340bps expansion in 

North America adjusted gross margin. During the earnings call, TPX executives highlighted the “4 Wall Margin” 

(cost measure excluding commodity pricing focused on controllable plant expenses) increased by 200bps with 

upside going forward. Some of the drivers to the increased 4 Wall Margin included: increasing Sealy plant 

utilization (please see below section regarding CFO comments for more information) and reduced scrappage costs 

(please see page 12 of our initial report regarding scrappage of raw materials). 

 

During the earnings call, the TPX CEO noted the Sealy Gross Margins are still running 400bps below historical peak 

margins. TPX stopped reporting Sealy as a standalone division in Q3 2014 to public investors, however, appears to 

continue to track the business internally.  

 

Gross Margins: Q2 16 NA GM Continues to Improve Hitting 2 Year Record Level And Driving Consolidated GM Up
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It would be helpful if the company continued to break out Sealy to public investors to avoid confusion and provide 

historical perspective. Sealy’s peak gross margin was 44.7% in FY 2006, before the Tempur acquisition. Sealy’s 

peak gross margin within TPX was 41.0% in Q3 2011. The consolidated TPX Q2 2016 Gross margin was 41.9% and the 

TPX CEO noted that Tempur gross margins were “near record” (Tempur gross margins were historically above 48%). 

We doubt that the Sealy Gross Margin in Q2 2016 was 40% so the 400bps delta to “peak” would appear to refer to a 

peak Sealy Gross Margin post the Tempur transaction and not pre transaction. The matter is significant given TPX 

has not written down any of the Goodwill associated with the Sealy acquisition. If TPX measures the Sealy peak 

post transaction at a 20% decline to the pre deal margin, TPX may need to write down the Sealy acquisition 

goodwill in the future. Alternatively, TPX no longer believes Sealy gross margin can ever reach 44.7% and is 

measuring the delta to peak margin based on the 41% instead of the 44.7%.  

 

On a more positive note, consolidated TPX gross margin of 41.9% is at highest level since the 48.3% achieved in Q1 

2013 (Pre Sealy). Consolidated operating margin Y-o-Y increased 430bps, and the TPX ROIC continued to increase. 

 

 

Source: TPX Quarterly Filings 

  

Gross Margins: Q2 16 At Peak Since Q1 13 (Pre Sealy) Driving ROIC From 7.5% (Q1 14) to 13.8% Today
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TPX continued to benefit from Volume and Average Selling Price growth. TPX does not break out the change in the 

ASP, however provides the change in volume and the total change. In North America, bedding units were up 2% 

while the total NA Bedding Products segment increased 5.2% highlighting the significant increase in pricing. We 

estimate significant price increases in the new Tempur Breeze and Stearns & Foster segments drove price 

improvements.   

 

 

Source: TPX Quarterly Earnings Calls (not disclosed on Q2 2010 call) 

 

Based on the quarterly earnings calls, we estimate that at the very least since Q2 2014 TPX has consistently 

increased pricing in the North American bedding products while holding or gaining market share. In addition, going 

back to Q4 09 continues to highlight pricing power. 

  

North American Bedding Products Changes in Volumes and Sales (Y-o-Y) Highlight Pricing Power
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Net Leverage And Capital Allocation: 

 

 

Source: TPX Quarterly Filings 

 

During the Q2 16 earnings call, the CEO and CFO highlighted the ongoing strength of the balance sheet driven by 

the strong cash flow and increased focus on debt management. TPX Net Debt / LTM Adj EBITDA was 3.2x compared 

to the target ratio of 3.5x. 

 

TPX CEO again highlighted that the company believes repurchasing shares is the best use of capital: 

 

“We continue to believe the best way to deploy excess capital is to give it to the shareholders in the form of a 

share repurchase” (Q2 2016 Earnings Call) 

 

Despite the fact that opening new international TPX stores yields double digit growth and internet sales growing 

40%, TPX Board and Executives continue to highlight share repurchases are the best use of capital or alternatively 

said drive the highest yield. In Q2 2016, TPX noted it spent approximately $122mm to repurchase 2.1mm shares for 

an approximately repurchase price of $58.10 per share. 

 

Assuming TPX continues to repurchase shares at a price over $76, the minimum TPX share price in 12 months 

should be $84 (10% or double digit return on investment over 1 year). Assuming a minimum IRR on capital deployed 

equal to the TPX ROIC, highlighted during the call as 16.4% and 18.3% on an adjusted basis, would imply the 

minimum TPX share price in 12 months should be $88 to $90.  
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TPX also announced increasing the amount of capital available to repurchase shares by an additional $200mm 

leaving approximately $344mm of capital available for share repurchases, equivalent to 7.5% of the market cap. 

The incremental $200mm of share repurchases is approximately equal to raising the 3.2x net leverage multiple to 

3.5x based on the current LTM Adjusted EBITDA. Additional growth in EBITDA in the coming quarters could drive 

ongoing incremental share repurchases. 

 

 

Valuation Considerations: 

 

Since we published our initial research note in June 2016 recommending investors buy TPX below $57 per share 

(the TPX share price fell into our BUY Range post publication), TPX is up nearly 30% driven by an increase in 

adjusted earnings of 12% and an increase in the LTM Adj PE multiple of 18%. The significant increase in the PE 

multiple highlights incremental risk to owning TPX.  

 

However, given the ongoing margin expansion opportunities, the consistent ability for TPX to raise pricing, and the 

apparent double digit % IRR targets set by the Board (deploying capital to share repurchases instead of growth 

opportunities), we would not recommend selling TPX shares. We are raising our price target from $80 to $84 and 

recommend investors continue to buy TPX shares should they fall below $57 per share or hold TPX shares they 

currently own. 
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In the below table, we include our original (June 2016) valuation matrix for TPX updating the current share price 

to drive the “(Discount) / Premium to current price) numbers in the final row. 

 

 

Source: Estimates 

 

 

Conversation With TPX CFO: 

 

On approximately June 27, 2016, we spoke with the CFO of TPX regarding the questions we’d asked in our original 

TPX research report. Below are original questions, the answers, and our comments. 

 

Revenue Considerations: 

 

1) Between the IPO in 2003 and through the 2006 annual report, TPX disclosed the number of mattresses 

sold. In every subsequent Annual report, the number of mattresses sold by Tempur / Tempur Sealy is not 

disclosed. Can TPX provide the number of mattresses it’s sold yearly since 2006 annually?  

TPX Valuation Overview: BUY BELOW $57 PER SHARE

Basic Value Per Share Blended Value Per Share

Low Mid High Weight Low Mid High

TPX Q1 2016 Share Repurchase Price + IRR 56.56 62.22 68.44 15.0% 8.48 9.33 10.27

CEO Blended Purchase Price + IRR 66.07 71.75 78.93 15.0% 9.91 10.76 11.84

Trading Multiples

  PE Multiple 15.0x 15.0x 15.0x

  EPS - Downside 3.50 4.43 5.27

    Value per share 52.70 66.65 79.25 15.0% 7.90 10.00 11.89

  PE Multiple 15.0x 15.0x 15.0x

  EPS - Base 4.27 5.55 6.52

    Value per share 64.18 83.38 98.00 10.0% 6.42 8.34 9.80

  EBITDA Multiple 9.5x 9.5x 9.5x

  EBIT ('16 / '17 / '18) - Downside 470 526 572

    Value per share 53.88 67.20 79.91 10.0% 5.39 6.72 7.99

  EBITDA Multiple 9.5x 9.5x 9.5x

  EBIT ('16 / '17 / '18) - Base 532 614 667

    Value per share 64.03 82.41 97.19 10.0% 6.40 8.24 9.72

DCF including NOLs

  Base Case 57.17 61.87 67.29 15.0% 8.58 9.28 10.09

  Up Case 77.41 83.23 90.09 10.0% 7.74 8.32 9.01

Total Valuation Considerations 60.82 70.99 80.60

    (Discount) / Premium to current price (20.3%) (7.0%) 5.6%
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a. Select Comfort (SCSS) provides the unit growth per year (please see SCSS April 2016 Investor 

presentation page 10 as well as SCSS annual reports). 

 

i. ANSWER: TPX no longer discloses the number of mattresses sold. The company discloses 

the % change in “bedding product” (defined to include mattresses, bases and uppers) 

units by the North America and International business segments on the earnings calls. 

 

1. Soulor Comment: The bedding product unit disclosure is not included in the 

annual or quarterly reports. In several of the earnings calls, management does 

not provide the actual percent and sometimes information is provided for North 

America and sometimes for US and Canada separately. 

 

a. “North America net sales increased 3.8% and were up 5.3% in constant 

currency. Solid growth of 4.8% in the U.S. was driven by mid-single-

digit growth for both the Tempur-Pedic brand and the Sealy brands” 

(Q4 15 Earnings) 

 

b. “We recorded a strong performance in Canada in the fourth quarter 

with sales increasing 10.7% on a constant currency basis. However, 

unfavorable foreign exchange translated sales into a reported decline 

of 5.8%. Bedding product sales increased 4.3% on improved pricing and 

a slight unit increase.” (Q4 15 Earnings) 

 

c. “North America bedding product sales declined 1% with a 5% unit 

increase. Year-over-year, average selling price was negatively 

impacted by…” (Q1 16 Earnings) 

 

d. Check Earnings Presentations Quarterly… 

 

2) Has TPX ever disclosed the Average TPX Mattress Price (Average Selling Price)? 

 

a. ANSWER: TPX does not provide disclosure regarding average selling prices (ASP). However, 

inferences on change in ASPs can be made based on the change in total sales (provided) and the 

change in bedding product units. 

 

i. Soulor Comment: Difficult to obtain or to deduce information regarding the mattress 

ASPs and volumes to get a clear picture of what drives top line growth and if TPX has (or 

the extent of TPX’s) pricing power.   

 

3) TPX highlights ISPA data regarding the mattress industry including the average wholesale price of US 

mattresses increasing from $133 to $296 between 1999 and 2014E. Sealy’s lowest priced mattress is $399 

and all of Tempur’s mattresses are above that price point. How are Wholesale US Mattresses prices 

relevant to TPX? 

 

i. ANSWER: ISPA recently published its latest annual research on the mattress industry 

which provides numerous helpful data points. It’s not free but the information is very 

worthwhile. From TPX perspective, the key to the US Wholesale Mattress pricing chart is 

that the “Premium” mattress sector has increased from a small percent of the total 

mattresses sold to a larger percent of total mattresses sold in the US. At the moment, 

competition is fiercest in the $500 to $1,000 mattress price point. On the most recent 

earnings call, TPX highlighted details of significant price increases on Mattresses over 

$1,500 and up.  

 

1. Soulor Comment: In other words, a large portion of the increase in the average 

price is driven by the increase in Premium mattresses sold, and not necessarily 

the increase in the average unit price of the average mattress sold in the US. It 

would be interesting to see if a “Median” selling price for yearly mattresses 

would provide significantly different data by avoiding the impact of the super 
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high priced premium mattresses. While the argument can be made that more 

premium mattresses are being sold driving up the average price, the potential 

negative factor regarding growth is that the market for premium mattresses is 

small and may now be saturated while the rest of America(ns) can’t afford a 

premium mattress. Furthermore, the rest of America may be unwilling to pay 

increasing prices for mattresses which could mean that in the non-premium 

sector prices are declining which would be a negative, especially for the lower 

end Sealy mattresses.  

 

2. Soulor Comment: We did not ask specifically about Casper or Tuft & Needle. 

Casper mattresses are priced between $500 and $950 (Twin to Cali King) and 

Tuft & Needle mattresses are priced between $350 and $750 (Twin to Cali 

King). Each of Casper and T&N provide a 100 night trial, home delivery 

mattress in a box, and a 10 year warranty. In addition, Casper, alongside 

“Affirm”, provides financing for the mattress purchase. 

 

4) Framing the Mattress Market: ISPA data provided by TPX in investor presentations (TPX Feb 2015 Investor 

Presentation page 56) highlights US Mattress Units sold per year at approximately 20mm mattresses in 

2013 and 2014 is estimated.  

 

a. How do 20mm mattress units per year and an 8 year replacement cycle tie together? 

 

i. ANSWER: The mattress replacement cycle has increased since the last crisis. ISPA 

publishes data regarding the US mattress market looking at the population, the homes, 

the mattress per homes etc…  

 

1. Soulor Comment: No comments on the total US mattress industry nor 

framework for how to think about the industry: mattress per household, 

number of households, population growth, changes in population demographics 

(wealth, health, etc…).  

 

5) In the last 5 years, how has the US slowdown impacted the units sold of mattresses at different price 

points? 

 

a. Has TPX been able to increase Tempur mattresses average unit pricing more than Sealy mattress 

average unit pricing in the last 5 years? 

 

i. ANSWER: Over the last 5 years, mattresses over $2,000 have witnessed consistent 

increase in volumes of approximately 5% to 6% a year. The % of mattresses sold below 

$500 has consistently declined. The most significant increase in competition has 

occurred in the $500 to $1,000 price range. 

 

1. Soulor Comment: The answer highlights the very real possibility that Sealy, and 

the lower priced mattresses, is under more intense pressure / competitive 

dynamics than the Tempur mattresses (higher price point) and the premium 

Sealy mattresses.  

 

6) ISPA Mattress Units sold data highlights that between 1998 and 2007, the average Mattress Units Sold was 

21,877 compared to 19,474 between 2008 and 2014. The difference highlights a potential undersupply of 

16,821 units (the difference between 21,877 and 19,474 per year times the 7 years). If there is “pent up” 

demand resulting from the recession, is there any indication to what price point that pent up demand 

comes from (i.e. the lower end market – $300 mattress vs $3,000 mattress).  

 

a. Alternatively, does the industry believe the replacement cycle has been extended? 

 

i. ANSWER: The replacement cycle has expanded since the last crisis. 

 

7) Pent Up Demand: Is there a difference in capacity utilization of Tempur plants vs Sealy Plants at the 

moment? 
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a. How does capacity utilization impact gross margins? Is part of the reason that Tempur Sealy gross 

margin is currently below the historical standalone Tempur and Sealy gross margins because 

capacity utilization is significantly below historical levels? 

 

i. ANSWER: The Sealy plants are running below their maximum capacity. TPX could turn 

the Sealy plants on 24 x 7 and produce significantly more mattresses. At the moment, 

the key focus is on staffing and maximizing the return on the staffing. Sealy plant 

staffing is currently running at a 1 to 1.5 shift creating a “utilization” factor of 85% to 

90%. Executives are focused on hiring one shift and using overtime to meet demand 

rather than running 2 shifts. While the overtime hours are more expensive on an hourly 

basis, the overall overtime cost is significantly less than hiring a second shift. Should 

demand pick up, TPX Sealy plants could easily increase volumes.  

 

ii. ANSWER 2: The Tempur plants are much more up to date and modern. As with Sealy, 

they are currently staffed to volume requirements / demand. The Tempur plants are 

meaningfully under-utilized at the moment. 

 

1. Soulor Comments: As evidenced by the ISPA total mattress units, the North 

American mattress units remain significantly below the pre-crisis levels. Highly 

likely the drop off in demand has driven negative impact on the TPX gross 

margins at both Tempur and Sealy, although Sealy impact likely to be greater. 

Better focus on expenses at low demand should drive improvements in the 

consolidated TPX gross margin. 

 

Gross Profit Considerations: 

 

8) Do lower priced mattresses have lower gross profits? Historical standalone Tempur gross margins were 

significantly above Sealy standalone gross margins. Is part of the reason because of higher gross margins 

on higher priced products? 

 

a. Has the Sealy Gross Margin been more negatively impacted than Tempur because the Sealy 

mattresses are lower priced and that’s where there has been a lower pick up from the recession 

(or there is pent up demand at the lower price point which has driven down gross profits, 

potentially also related to low capacity utilization)? 

 

b. Alternatively, has Sealy consumer and units sold picked up faster than Tempur and the shift to 

lower gross margin Sealy products driven down the total pro forma TPX gross margin? 

 

i. ANSWER: In the Sealy acquisition, certain expenses which Sealy classified within SG&A 

which Tempur classified in COGS were shifted into the COGS expense further depressing 

the Sealy margins post-merger relative to standalone Sealy pre-merger. Specifically, 

Sealy accounted for transport within SG&A while Tempur accounted Transport within 

COGS. In the Sealy acquisition, Tempur reclassified the Sealy Transport expenses from 

S&GA to COGS.  

 

1. Soulor Comment: As per 2016 Q1 presentation, Transport expenses represent 

15% of COGS or approximately $280mm. Re-classification of Sealy transport 

expense potential impact likely under $150mm representing diminimus impact 

on COGS. 

 

9) How does capacity utilization impact gross margins? (same as question 7c) 

 

i. ANSWER: Soulor Research did not specifically ask this question given the discussion 

regarding utilization and staffing in question 7. 
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10) How variable are the costs of raw materials? 

 

a. How is pricing for raw materials determined? 

 

i. ANSWER: Raw material costs are primarily driven by supply and demand curve / 

requirement at points in time. 65% of COGS are raw materials and the (recent) decline 

in commodities has driven some, but not significant, declines in the TPX raw material 

costs. In Q1, TPX highlighted that approximately $6mm of incremental EBITDA was 

generated from a decline in the price of oil (Barry Hytinen Answer to Question from 

Bobby Griffin during Q1 2016 earnings call). As stated during call, the total macro 

environment (FX, packaging inflation, gel components, floor model discounts) were all 

negatives. 

 

1. Soulor Comment: In several investor presentations (most recently Q1 16), TPX 

highlights that 85% of the COGS are variable and approximately 65% relate to 

materials while labor only represents 5%. The focus on shifts and labor 

expense, as highlighted above, as opposed to materials, provides some concern 

into the real variability or the control which TPX has on its gross margin.  

 

2. Soulor Comment 2: Transport represents 15% of COGS or approximately 

$280mm. Re-classification of Sealy transport expense potential impact likely 

under $150mm representing diminimus impact on COGS.  

 

11) What are the key action steps required to increase the pro forma Tempur Sealy gross margins back to the 

standalone Tempur and Sealy gross margins? 

 

i. ANSWER: Soulor Research did not specifically ask this question. 

 

Capital Structure Considerations: 

 

12) Why repurchase shares with debt if TPX is trading at approximately 20x earnings (PE) or a 5% earnings 

yield and the cost of debt is over 5%? 

 

13) What are TPX’s minimum return requirements on investments: capex, M&A, dividend, and share 

repurchases? 

 

14) How does TPX compare the opportunity to allocate capital to capex, M&A, dividend, and share 

repurchases? 

 

i. ANSWERS to 12, 13, and 14: TPX recently underwent a detailed capital structure and 

capital allocation review which led to the increase in the target net leverage multiple 

and the announced share repurchase program. TPX thinks about the returns on 

investment or capital allocation when making capital allocation decisions. TPX estimates 

improving gross margins and other initiatives should drive up to an incremental 300bps 

improvement in ROIC over the next two years.  

 

1. Soulor Comment: No comment regarding a minimum IRR for investment (capex, 

M&A) or capital allocation (Share repurchase) was provided. References to 

processes at TPX which think about returns were vague. No insight into 

thoughts regarding the differences in spend on Capex, M&A, dividend, and 

share repurchases. 

 

15) Additional Question: Please confirm TPX has not impaired any of the Goodwill or Other Intangible Assets 

relating to the Sealy acquisition. 
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i. ANSWER: TPX has not impaired any of the goodwill, the other intangible assets, or other 

assets related to Sealy the Sealy acquisition. 

 

1. Soulor Comment: Given the significant reduction in the Sealy earning power, 

investors should think about potential impairments to the Sealy acquisition. 

The total Goodwill associated with the Sealy acquisition was $541.8mm and the 

Intangible assets (Trade names – indefinite lived) was $521.2mm. 

 

 

Casper Pop Up Store (Abbot Kinney, Venice Los Angeles, CA): 

 

On Friday July 1, 2016, we visited the new Casper pop up store on Abbot Kinney road in Venice, California. Abbot 

Kinney is one of the most popular streets in all of greater Los Angeles and demands some of the highest monthly 

rent expenses (cost per square foot). Casper is a start-up mattress company which led the development of the 

mattress in a box strategy. Casper produces and sells one mattress in various sizes priced between $500 (Twin) and 

$950 (King) only sells its mattresses via its website. Customers purchase a mattress online (not in a physical store) 

and have a 100 night trial / return period. The company is estimated to have exceeded sales of $75mm in 2015.  
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Source: Soulor Research Photography 

 

Based on our conversations with other pop up stores on Abbot Kinney, we estimate the monthly rent for the store 

is over $30,000. In addition, the store space was clearly developed to Casper’s specifications with recreations of 

bedrooms with beds and mattresses (additional expenses). In addition, there were at least 3 Casper employees 

working in the store highlighting the Casper mattress and bedding products, although to our understanding no 

mattress is sold in the store.  

 

We have trouble understanding how a mattress company focused on the low to mid end price range has a store in 

one of the most expensive areas in greater Los Angeles, where no one can walk out with a mattress (potential 

impulse buy).  
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Conclusion: 

 

Since we published our initial research note in June 2016 recommending investors buy TPX below $57 per share, 

TPX is up nearly 30% driven by an increase in adjusted earnings of 12% and an increase in the LTM Adj PE multiple 

of 18%. 

 

The significant increase in the PE multiple highlights incremental risk. However, given TPX’s consistent ability to 

raise average selling prices, the opportunity for NA Industry volume expansion, ongoing cost improvements, and 

the allocation of capital to share repurchases with implied minimum IRR targets of 10%, we recommend holding 

TPX shares and buying should TPX fall below $57 per share. 

 

Consolidated gross margin continues to improve with significant potential improvements in the TPX NA gross 

margin to come driven by continued improvements at the Sealy plant facilities.  

 

Top line growth driven by volume and pricing increases. Volumes still appear significantly below peak levels driving 

potential ongoing benefit. Based on quarterly earnings call TPX continuously manages to increase pricing quarter 

over quarter with Stearns & Foster and Tempur Breeze lines the current primary drivers. Despite the popularity of 

the new mattress in a box companies, TPX continues to be able to raise pricing. International stores are generating 

significant same store growth and returns on invested capital highlighting continued potential for value creation.   

 

TPX internet sales increased dramatically during the 2nd quarter, off of a low base, but did not include a significant 

amount of the lower end Cocoon mattress in a box. In Q2, internet sales primarily made up of Tempur mattresses. 

Significant potential margin enhancement should internet sales of higher priced mattresses continue to pick up. 

However, TPX committed to the mattress ecosystem (mattress stores) and unlikely to seek significant market share 

gains via direct sales at the expense of the mattress stores.  

 

The combination of top line growth and gross margin improvements should drive incremental operating margin 

improvements which should fall down to the bottom line. In addition, the improved balance sheet structure (lower 

interest rates across outstanding debt, longer maturity profile, and the expiration of the PIK notes) should also 

provide incremental gains to the bottom line.  

 

TPX’s comments highlighting that share repurchase remain the best way to deploy capital viewed in conjunction 

with the increasing ROIC and double digit growth highlights a double digit IRR on share repurchases even at the 

current price. 

 

Why would Casper, the low to medium end mattress in a box company, open a pop up store on Abbot Kinney in 

Venice (LA), California where we estimate the minimum monthly rent expense is $30,000 (one of the highest rent 

per square foot area in greater LA)?   
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Source Documentation: All Publicly Available  

 

1) TPX Annual Reports, Quarterly Reports, Investor Presentations, Proxy Statements, 8K filings, Form 4s, 

earnings transcripts, and other TPX public filings 

2) Conversation with TPX CFO 

3) Casper Pop Up Store Visit (Venice / Los Angeles , California) 
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Disclosures and Notices 

 

Soulor Research research and reports express our opinions, which we have based upon generally available 

information, field research, inferences and deductions through our due diligence and analytical process. To the 

best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained 

from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the 

stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. 

However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied. Soulor 

Research makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such 

information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. Further, any report on this site contains a 

very large measure of analysis and opinion. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and 

Soulor Research does not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information, analysis and 

opinion contained in them. 

 

Investing is a risky activity and can lead to substantial losses. This research report does not provide individually 

tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and 

objectives of persons who receive it. The securities discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors 

 

This research report is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. Soulor Research is not 

registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. 

 

You agree that the information in this research is copyrighted, and you therefore agree not to distribute this 

information (whether the downloaded file, copies / images / reproductions, or the link to these files) in any 

manner. 

 


